
Sirs/Mesdames: 

REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES 
SUPREME COURT 

Manila 

SECOND DIVISION 

NOTICE 

Please take notice that the Court, Second Division, issued a Resolution 
dated June 27, 2022 which reads as follows: 

''G. R. No. 258363 - (ARTHUR PUYING ESPANJLLO, petitioner 
v. INTER-ORIENT MARITIME ENTERPRISES, INC., INTER
OlUENT lVJARITIME DMCC, AND/OR DAISY FLOR S. SUMO, 
re:spondents.) - This petition for review on certiorari seeks to reverse the 
Dcc.ision r dated July 24, 2020 of the Court of Appeals in CA-G.R. SP No. 
162941, affirming the May '27, 2019 Decision2 of the National Labor 
Relations Commission (NLRC) in NLRC NCR OFW (M) 06-09661 -18, and 
NLRC LAC No. OFW (M) 03-000169-19 which granted Grade 6 disability 
benefits to petitioner Arthur Puying Espanillo (petitioner) equivalent to 
US$25,000.00 per 2010 Philippine Overseas Employment Administration
Standard Employment Contract (POEA-SEC). 

On June 7, 2018, petitioner filed a complaint for total and permanent 
d isability benefits with moral damages, exemplary damages, and attorney's 
fees against respondent Inter-Orient l\llaritime Enterprises, Inc. (Inter-Orient), 
Inter-Orient Maritime DMCC (lnter-Orient DMCC), and Operations Manager 
Daisy Flor S. Sumo (Sumo).3 

Pct.itioner essentially averred that ·on July 2, 2016, he got hired for a 

nine (9 )-month contract as an oiler by Inter-Orient for its foreign principal 
Inter-Orient DMCC. His \\iork entailed him to operate the lubricant fi ltering 
and purifying ship engine pa1ts including blowers, compressors, motors, 
gears, ejectors, and other equipment.4 His monthly salaiy \"".as US$465.00.5 

During the third week of January 2017, he was tasked to overhaul one 
of the main engines of the vessel Apostolos II. He took the cylinder head and 

Not. aUathed in the rollo. Penned bv Assoc iate Justice Rainon R. Garcia find concurred in by Associate 
Justices ;l\,faria Elisa Sempio Oiy and Car!ito B . Calpanir:i, https://services.ca.judiciary.gov.ph/csisver3-
war/f:iccs/pages/Rcsultlnfonnatio11.x h1rnl (dat~ <1cce,;:;ed, June 6, 2022 ). 

2 Rollo, .P· 466.- -4 83 . 
3 id. at 4(19. 
~ Id J:tl 2-J.. 

Id. at 23- 24. 
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Resolution 2 G.R. No. 258363 

transferred it to the engine worship. While returning the cylinder head, he 
allegedly accidentally stepped on a greasy floor.6 He felt a sudden snap in his 
back and it caused him pain. He rested for a while, then continued working. 7 

The pain, however, persisted for days. He also had difficulty with his 
movement. He sought assistance from the ship doctor who gave him 
intramuscular injection of steroids and pain relievers. His pain continued so 
the ship doctor advised that he be brought to a hospital.8 On February 17, 
2017, he went to a hospital in Luanda, Angola. The attending doctor 
diagnosed him with "Sacrolumbalgia Ciatalgia," or lower back pain, for 
which he was given pain reliever. Days passed but the pain became 
unbearable. He was brought to another hospital in Angola on March 3, 2017 
where he was declared unfit for work. On March 5, 20 I 7, he got medically 
repatriated. 9 

Following his repatriation, he consulted the company-designated doctor 
at Cardinal Santos Medical Center. He was advised for further medical 
treatment and physical therapy which he complied with. Despite treatment and 
therapy, his condition did not improve. 10 He still had lower back pain and 
could barely lift moderate to heavy objects. The company-designated 
physician then informed him that his treatment would be discontinued. He 
asked for a copy of his final medical assessment, but the company-designated 
doctor allegedly told him to inquire instead with Inter-Orient. 11 

On November 16, 2017, he went to his personal doctor, Dr. Manuel 
Fidel M . Magtira (Dr. Magtira), who subjected him to Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI), the result of which showed: 

- Lumbar Muscular Spasm; 
- Degenerative Disc Disease, L3-L4 and L5-S l; 
- Herniated Nucleus Pulposus; and 
- Postero-Lateral to the right L5-S 1 with compression on the right lateral 

recess and exiting nerve root. 12 

Dr. Magtira indicated that petitioner's pain could worsen due to 
prolonged standing and walking. He also had difficulty climbing up and going 
down the stairs. Dr. Magtira noted that he was permanently unfit to work as a 
seafarer. 13 

6 Id. at 25. 
Id. 

8 Id. at 25-26. 
'
1 Id. at 26. 
10 Id. 
II lcf.at27. 
12 Id. at 27-28. 
" Id. at 28. 
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Resolution 3 G.R. No. 258363 

The following day or on November 17, 2017, he consulted another 
doctor, Dr. Domingo A. Chua, Jr. (Dr. Chua) who diagnosed him, this time, 
with herniated disc. Dr. Chua suggested treatments such as steroid injection, 
acupuncture, and lumbar traction. He cautioned that if conservative treatments 
would not improve his condition, surgery would be the best option. Dr. Chua, 
too, concluded that he was unfit for sea duty. 14 

He thus informed respondents about the findings of his personal 
doctors. He then requested the payment of his disability benefits, but 
respondents refused. This prompted him to file the complaint for total and 
permanent disability benefits. 15 

After several conciliation proceedings, he and respondents agreed to 
seek a third medical opinion. The third doctor was Dr. Romer Ariel M . Santos 
(Dr. Santos) who diagnosed him with "neuroforaminal stenosis L5 secondary 
to lumbar disc herniation" and issued him a Grade 6 final disability rating, 
VIZ.: 

"DIAGNOSIS : 

Neuroforaminal Stenosis LS secondary to Lumbar Disc Herniation 

DISABILITY RATING: 

Based on the history and physical examination on the patient, in spite of the 
trial of physical therapy done and steroid injection, patient is still 
complaining of lower back pain with associated weakness and paresthesias 
of the right lower extremity. Due to such presentation, there is difficulty of 
ambulation, and therefore is unfit to work. [S]urgery is recommended to 
decompress the L5-S 1 stenosis however if surgery is not done the patient 
will have partial permanent disability. Therefore, I am recommending a 
final disability rating of 6 due to nerve compression without surgery." 16 

(Emphasis supplied) 

Despite the findings of the third doctor, respondents allegedly refused 
to pay him total and permanent disability benefits. 17 

For their part, respondents maintained that based on the Medical Rep01i 
dated March 8, 2017 issued by the company-designated doctor, Dr. Ferdinand 
Bernal (Dr. Bernal), petitioner complained that he was experiencing back pain 
but had specifically denied figuring in any accident on-board. In fact, there 
was no accident report on this at all. Contrary to petitioner's assertion, Dr. 
Bernal diagnosed him with "herniated nucleus pulposus, lumbosacral 

14 Id. at 29-30. 
15 Id. at 30. 
16 Id. at 3 I. 
11 Id. 
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Resolution 4 G.R. No. 258363 

vertebrae." He was given oral medication and recommended to undergo :MRI 
examination of the lumbosacral spine. 18 

On March 24} 2017, Dr. Bernal reviewed the MRI result showing "1.4 
cm anterior epidural soft tissue at L5-Sl compressing the causa equine 
rootlets and traversing right Sl nen1e root." The lumbosacral x-ray also 
manifested "degenerative changes of the lumbar spine." Dr. Bernal opined 
that petitioner had to undergo conservative treatment of physical rehabilitation 
first and only when it shall have proved to be ineffective that surgery may be 
resorted to. 19 

Subsequent medical consultation showed that although petitioner had 
occasional radic.ulopathy over the right lower extremity, his symptoms 
improved.20 On J une 16, 2017, petitioner followed-up with Dr. Be111al. He 
relayed his willingness to have Epidural Steroid Injection which was 
performed on the same day.21 After the injection, he was advised to continue 
with physical therapy and oral medications. 

On October 11 , 2017, Dr. Bernal made his final disability assessment 
of Grade 11 -- mild trunk rigidity with.out any loss of lifting power. 
Respondents then offered him disability benefits equivalent to the Grade 11 
disability rating, but petitioner refused. Instead, he consulted with other 
physicians of his choice. But their medical opinions were taken based on a 
one-time medical examination. Cl.early, their findings were very limited and 
inadequa.te22 compared to Dr. Bernal who treated and closely monitored him 
and his medical progress. Thus, Dr. Bernal's diagnosis and assessment of his 
Grade 11 disability were more accurate.23 

The parties nonetheless mutually agreed to refer petitioner to a third 
doctor, Dr. Santos. On lVlarch 19, 2018, Dr. Santos issued a definite 
assessment of partial perm.anent disability of Grade 6 rating which, based on 
the 2010 POEA-SEC, is equivalent .to US$25,000.00. Despite the final and 
binding nature of this assessment, petitioner refused to recognize the same and 
insisted .on the amount of US$70,000.00 which lacked legal basis.24 

Respondents further reiterated that the medical reports of petitioner 
showing .that hi_s· back pai11 was due to "chronic" and "degenerative changes" 
of the lumbar spine negated an accidental injury since .an accident means 

. . . . .. ? - . ' ' ,, ' 

sudden and onse1.-:i 

--------·--·-.. -·-
18 Ir!. ar .I7I-17?. 
1
'
1 Id. at IT!.. 

~0 id 
2 1 Id 
2:! / ~/. al 1 S8. 
2
' fd. nr 193. 

1/4 /datl73 -- 174. 
25 Id. ar !81 . 
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Resolution 5 G.R. No. 258363 

The Ruling of the Labor Arbiter 

By Decision26 dated January 30, 2019, Labor Arbiter Michelle P. 
Pagtalunan (Labor Arbiter Pagtalunan) ruled that petitioner was only entitled 
to Grade 6 disability benefits. While Dr. Santos, the third doctor, stated in his 
disability report that petitioner was unfit for work as a seafarer, the same did 
not automatically justify a claim for full disability benefits. His being "unfit 
for work" was couched in a general statement. Dr. Santos specified a final 
disability assessment of Grade 6 rating on petitioner's condition. 27 

Labor Arbiter Pagtalunan stressed that per Section 20 (B)(3) of the 
amended POEA Standard Terms and Conditions Governing the Employment 
of Seafarers On-Board Ocean-Going Vessels, viz.: 

xxxx 

If the doctor appointed by the seafarer disagrees with the 
assessment, a third doctor may be agreed jointly between the employer and 
the seafarer. The third doctor's decision shall be final and binding on both 
parties. 28 

The final Grade 6 disability assessment of Dr. Santos was binding on 
both petitioner and respondents. Hence, pursuant to the PNO - IBF29 

Collective Bargaining Agreement 2015-2017 (CBA), Labor Arbiter 
Pagtalunan ordered respondents Inter-Orient and Inter-Orient DMCC to 
solidarily pay petitioner the amount of US$98,848.00 representing his Grade 
6 disability benefits, thus: 

WHEREFORE, respondents Inter-Orient Maritime Enterprises, 
Inc., Inter-Orient Maiitime DMCC are hereby ordered to pay in solidum 
complainant Arthur P. Espanillo the amount of US$98,848.00 or in its 
Philippine Peso equivalent at the time of payment representing his grade 6 
disability benefit. 

so ORDERED.30 

The Ruling of the NLRC 

Both parties filed their respective appeals. 

26 Id. at 344-350. 
27 Id. at 346. 
28 Id. at 347 
29 Meaning not included in the rollo. 
:;o Id. at 349- 350. 
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Resolution 6 G.R. No. 258363 

Petitioner clarified that he was not assailing his entitlement to Grade 6 
disability benefits pursuant to the CBA. He nonetheless raised as sole error 
the failure of the Labor Arbiter to indicate the joint and solidary liability of 
Operations Manager Sumo with the company.31 

On the other hand, while respondents concurred in the award of the 
Grade 6 disability benefits, they questioned the computation thereof based on 
the CBA which allegedly covers only those disability claims arising from an 
accident in accordance with Article 25.1 thereof, viz. :32 

Article 25: Disability 

25.1 A seafarer who suffers permanent disability as a result of an accident 
whilst in the employment of the [clornpany regardless of fault, including 
~ccidents occmTing while travelling lo or from the ship, and whose ability 
to work as a seafarer is reduced as a result thereof, but excluding 
permanent disability due to wil [l]ful acts, shall in addition to sick pay, be 
entilled to compensation accotding to the provisions of this Agreement.33 

(Emphases supplied) 

Since petitioner's condition was not caused by an accident, the 
application of the· CBA computation in his case was erroneous. Per medical 
reports of petitioner's chosen doctors, he gave inconsistent statements on the 
cause of his back pain. Dr. Magtira reported that during his preliminary 
meeting with petitioner, the latte·r said he "felt a click a·ccompanied by mild to 
moderate pa.in on his lower back while lifting a hemy cylinder head of the 
generator"; on the :, other hand, Dr. Chua reported that during his own 
preliminary meeting with petitioner, the latter said he "slipped andfell on his 
buttock. " :M In addition, the March 8, 2017 Medical Report of the company
designated doctor revealed that petitioner himself confirmed that his back pain 
did not result from an accident. Further, no accident report was filed on-board. 
Finally, the medical reports showed that his back pain was due to "chronic" 
and "degenerative changes" in his lumbar spine." These pieces of information 
meant that his pain was not sourced from any accident which could have been 
sudden or oriset35 Thus, since petitioner was employed on July 2, 2016, the 
governing law on the computation of his Grade 6 disability rating should be 
the 2010 POEA-SEC which entitles a seafarer to US$25,000.00 for Grade 6 
disability rating.36 

31 /d.at354. 
J ~ Id at 369. 
33 id. at l5l. 
:q Id. at 133. 
35 Id nt 378. 
:i6 Id at 383. 
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By Decision37 dated ~fay 27, 2019, the NLRC affirmed the grant of 
Grade 6 disability benefits to petitioner but modified the equivalent amount 
of the a\vard using as index the 2010 POEA-SEC.38 

It dismissed petitioner's partial appeal to hold the Operations Manager 
jointly and solidarily liable for payment of his disability benefits. The NLRC 
reasoned that in Section 10 of Republic Act No. 8042 (RA. 8042) otherwise 
known as the "Migrant rVorkers and Overseas Filipinos Act of 1995," as 
amended, corporate officers and directors shall be jointly and solidarily liable 
with the principal employer and placement agency for claims and damages. 
Petitioner, however, failed to prove that respondent Sumo, as Inter-Orient's 
Operations Manager, served as an officer or director of the company. 
Therefore, she cannot be held jointly and solidarity liable with Inter-Orient 
and Inter-Orient DMCC.39 

Meanwhile, it concuned with respondents that the CBA should not 
have been applied in the computation of petitioner's Grade 6 disability 
benefits. Petitioner failed to _present any evidence showing that his back pain 
was caused by <:1-n accident. In fact, petitioner specifically denied that he 
figured in any accident on-board per March 8, 2017 Medical Report. His 
medical results indicating "chronic;, and "degenerative changes" in his lumbar 
spine were likewise inconsistent with an injury resulting from an accident. It 
then follows that the Labor Arbiter's computation of disability benefits based 
on the CBA was inco1Tect. Jn accordance with 2010 POEA- SEC, petitioner's 
moneta1;y award for a Grade 6 _ disability rating was reduced from 
US$98,848.00 to US$25,000.00.Thejallo reads, thus: -

WHEREFORE, premises considered, complainant's partial appeal 
is hereby DISMISSED for lack of merit. Respondents' ap1jeal, on the other 
hand, is hereby GRANTED. The Labor Arbiter's Decision dated January 
30, 2019· is hereby MODIFIED in that complainant's award of disability 
benefits is• reduced to US$25,000.00 as compensation for a Grade 6 
disability grading under the POEA-SEC. 

SO ORDERED:10 

Petitioner's motion for reconsideration was denied under Resolution 
dated July 31,2019.41 

17 Id. al 466-483. 
;s Id 
,,i Id at 478-479. 
•10 Id. at 482. 
41 Id. at5-i0. 
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Resolution 8 G.R. No. 258363 

. On_ petition for certiorari,42 petitioner charged the NLRC with grave 
abuse of discretion amounting to lack or excess of jurisdiction for failing to 
declare that the third doctor's findings and medical assessment are not binding 
on the parties for Dr. Santos did not make a categorical and definite 
assessment of his disability. While Dr. Santos declared him to be suffering 
from a Grade 6 disabiJity rating, he likewise stated that petitioner was unfit 
for work.43 Since he was unfit for overseas duties as assessed by his personal 
doctors and also the third doctor, he should have been entitled to total and 
permanent disability benefits. He also maintained that his injury arose from 
an accident while on-board. Pursuant to the CBA, the NLRC should have 
ordered the grant of total and permanent disability benefits amounting to 
US$102,308.00.44 

In their comment, respondents stressed that the parties both agreed to 
seek a third doctor's opinion which revealed that petitioner incurred a Grade 
6 disability rating. Hence, petitioner's claim for total and permanent disability 
benefit was unavailing. Meanwhile, the CBA was inapplicable in the 
computation of petitioner's monetary award since the CBA only covered 
disability claims arising from an accident. Medical records showed that his 
back pain was due to "chronic" and ' 'degenerative changes" in his lumbar 
spine which was contrary to any condition caused by an accident. Thus, the 
NLRC properly applied the 20 l O POEA--SEC as the governing law m 
computing petitioner's Grade 6 disability benefits equivalent to 
US$25,000.00.45 

By Decision46 dated July 24, 2020, the Court of Appeals affirmed. It 
noted that when petitioner appealed before the NLRC, he solely raised the 
issue pertaining to the solidary liability of respondent Sumo as Operations 
Manager of Inter-Orient. This meant that he accepted the Labor Arbiter's 
ruling regarding his entitlement to disability benefits based on a Grade 6 
disability rating. It was only when the NL RC used the correct index of 2010 
POEA-SEC in computing the exact equivalent amount that petitioner 
suddenly changed his position, this time, claiming that after all,.his disability 
is total and permanent arid so he is entitled to full disability benefits. Points of 
law, theories, and issues not brought to the attention of the lower court or 
quasi-judicial body need not be considered bi the reviewing court or tribunal. 
An issue raised for the :first time on appeal will not be entertained because this 
violates due process. 

Finally, the Court of Appeals conc:qrred with the ruling of the NLRC 
that the Labor Arbiter's use of the CBA as index in the computation of 

---------· 
•12 /J. at 543- G 12 . . 
. n Id. at.568. 
'
14 Id. al G l 0. · 
4
' Id at ,l/P. 

41' Not attached in the rollo. Penned b:; Associate Justice Ramon R. Garcia and concurred in by Associate 
Justices Maria El isa Sempio Diy and Carliro f3. Calpfltura. htl-p~~//services.ca.judiciary.gov.ph/csisver3-
war/faces/pages/Resultlnformation.xhtml (dat<:\ accessed, June 6, 2022). 
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Resolution 9 G.R. No. 258363 

petitioner's Grade 6 disability rating was erroneous for petitioner failed to 
adduce substantial evidence to prove that his condition was due to an accident. 
Thus, the NLRC correctly applied the 2010 POEA-SEC in arriving at the 
equivalent amount of US$25,000.00 corresponding to petitioner's Grade 6 
disability rating. 

Under Resolution47 dated November 24, 2021, petitioner's motion for 
reconsideration was denied. 

The Present Petition 

Petitioner now seeks affirmative relief via Rule 45 of the Rules of 
Court. He assails the Grade 6 disability rating given to him and insists that his 
disability rating is total and permanent, hence, he is allegedly entitled to the 
corresponding disability benefits therefor. 

On this score, he avers that even the medical assessment of the third 
doctor, Dr. Santos, indicated he was already unfit for work which, thus, 
automatically entitles him to total and pennanent disability benefits.48 

Our Ruling 

The petition must fail. 

To begin with, petitioner failed to attach to his petition the duplicate 
original or certified true copy of the assailed July 24, 2020 Decision of the 
Court of Appeals in CA-G.R. SP No. 162941. This renders his petition fatally 
defective pursuant to Section 4 ( d) in relation to Section 5, Rule 45 of the 
Rules of Court, thus: 

Section 4. Contents of petition . -The petition shall be filed in eighteen (18) 
copies, with the original copy intended for the court being indicated as such 
by the petitioner and shall (a) state the full name of the appealing paiiy as the 
petitioner and the adverse party as respondent, without impleading the lower 
courts or judges thereof either as petitioners or respondents; (b) indicate the 
material dates showing when notice of the judgment or final order or 
resolution subject thereof was received, when a motion for new trial or 
reconsideration, if any, was filed and when notice of the denial thereof was 
received; ( c) set fo1ih concisely a statement of the matters involved, and the 
reasons or arguments relied on for the allowance of the petition; ( d) be 
accompanied by a clearly legible duplicate original, or a certified true 
copy of the judgment or final order or resolution certified by the clerk of 
court of the court a quo and the requisite number of plain copies thereof, 
and such material portions of the record as would support the petition; 

47 Rollo, 9-11. 
~8 Id. at 57. 
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Resolution 10 G.R. No. 258363 

and (e) contain a sworn ce1iification against forum shopping as provided in 
the last paragraph of section 2, Rule 42. (2a) 

Section 5. Dismissal or denial of petition. - The failure of the petitioner 
to comply with any of the foregoing requirements regarding the payment of 
the docket and other lawful fees, deposit for costs, proof of service of the 
petition, and the contents of and the documents which should accompany 
the petition shall be sufficient ground for the dismissal thereof. 
(Emphases and underscoring supplied) 

Notably, petitioner has not adduced any good reason to relax the rules 
in his favor, hence, the petition should be dismissed outright. 

But even assuming petitioner had complied with Section 4 of Rule 45, 
still, the petition must fail. For no special reason exists to wa1Tant a review of 
the assailed dispositions of the Court of Appeals under Rule 45. 

The Grade 6 disability rating of petitioner per ruling of the Labor 
Arbiter had long lapsed into finality, and as such, had become immutable. 
Note that on appeal to the NLRC, he only raised as lone assigned e1Tor the 
alleged failure of the Labor Arbiter to make Operations Manager Sumo jointly 
and solidarily liable with the company in the payment of his Grade 6 disability 
benefits. 

The fact that the NLRC, on appeal, applied the 2010 PO EA-SEC in lieu 
of the CBA which the Labor Arbiter previously, albeit erroneously applied, 
did not undo the finality of petitioner's Grade 6 disability rating. If at all, his 
question should only be confined to: which between the CBA or the 2010 
PO EA-SEC is the co1Tect index in the computation of his final and executory 
Grade 6 disability rating? 

In any event, we sustain the applicability of the 2010 POEA-SEC, not 
the CBA, in the computation of petitioner's Grade 6 disability rating. 

NFD International Manning Agents, Inc. v. Illescas49 defined an 
"accident," thus: 

Black's Law Dictionary defines "accident" as "[a]n unintended and 
unforeseen injurious occurrence; something that does not occur in the usual 
course of events or that could not be reasonably anticipated, x x x [ a ]n 
unforeseen and injurious occurrence not attributable to mistake, negligence, 
neglect or misconduct." 

The Philippine Law Dictionary defines the word "accident" as 
"[t]hat which happens by chance or fortuitously, without intention and 
design, and which is unexpected, unusual and unforeseen." 

49 646 Phi I. 244, 260 (20 I 0). 
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. . . . . 

"'Accident," in its commonly accepted meaning, or in its ordinary 
sense, has been defined as: 

[A] fortuitous circumstance, event, or happening, an event 
happening without any human agency, or if happening wholly or partly 
through human agency, an event which under the circumstances is unusual 
and unexpected by the person to whom it happens xx x . · 

The word may be employed as denoting a calamity, casualty, 
catastrophe, . disaster, an undesirable or unfortunate happening; any 
unexpected personal injury resulting from any unlooked for mishap or 
occurrence; any unpleasant or unfortunate occun-ence, that causes injury, 
loss, suffering or death; some untoward occunence aside from the usual 
course of events. (Emphases and unders~oring in the original,) 

In J ul/eza v. Orient Line, 50 the Court ordained that Julleza failed to 
prove that his back pain was a result of an accident. H is condition worsened 
while he was carrying heavy objects, and eventually developed overtime due 
to the nature of his work as a bosun. Thus, his pain was not a result of a 
mishap, occurrence, or fortuitous event; nor it did arise from an unusual 
circumstance. Verily, his claim for disability benefits should be covered by 
the POEA-SEC, and not the CBA. 

In Ventis Maritime Corp. v. Cayabyab, 51 the Court also held that the 
CBA cannot be the basis of Cayabyab ' s claim for disability benefits. There 
was no accident report or medical report issued by the master of the vessel or 
by any of the seafarer's attending physician which indicated that he 
met an accident while on board. Thus, the Court applied the POEA-SEC in 
computing the Grade 6 disability rating due Cayabyab. 

Here, Article 25 . l of the CBA specifically states that a seafarer can only 
be entitled to disability claims under the Agreement if the disability results 
from an accident. 52 As it was, petitioner failed to establish that his back pain 
was caused by any accident he met on board. Records show that petitioner 
specifically denied that he figured in any accident on-board based on the 
March 8, 2017 Medical Report. In fact, there was no accident report filed on
board regarding this matter. There was also no proof that he disclosed the 
supposed accident to the doctors who initially examined him overseas. Too, 
he gave inconsistent statements on the cause of his back pain. Based on the 
report of Dr. Magtira, petitioner relayed to him that he "felt a click 
accompanied by mild to moderate pain on his lower back while lifting a heavy 
cylinder head of the generator;" while Dr. Chua's report stated that petitioner 
told him he "slipped and fell on his buttock." Too, the medical reports on 
record showed that he had "chronic" and "degenerative changes" in his 
lumbar spine. Clearly, his back pain was not a result of any mishap, 
occurrence, or fortuitous event. Nor did his condition arise from an unusual 

50 G.R.No.225190,Ju ly29,2019. 
5 1 G.R. No. 239257, June 2 1, 2021. 
52 Rollo, p. 15 I. 
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circumstance, calamity, casualty, catastrophe, disaster, or an undesirable or 
unfortunate happening as it would seem to have developed through time given 
the nature of his work. 53 

In fine, the PNO - IBF CBA is not applicable here. Since petitioner got 
hired on July .2, 2016, the 2010 POEA-SEC govems54 the computation of his 
Grade 6 disability benefits i. e. 50% of US$50,000.00 or a total of 
US$25,000.00, or its Philippine peso equivalent at the t ime of payment. 

Finally, consistent with prevailingjurisprudence,55 the monetary award 
of US$25 ,000.00 corresponding to the Grade 6 disability benefits due 
petitioner shall earn six percent ( 6%) interest per annum from finality of this 
Resolution until fully paid. 

FOR THESE REASONS, the petition is DENIED. The Decision 
dated July 24, 2020, and Resolution dated November 24, 2021 of the Court of 
Appeals in CA-G.R. SP No. 162941 are AFFIRMED with 
MODIFICATION. Petitioner Arthur Puying Espanillo is entitled to 
US$25,000.00 disability benefits corresponding to Grade 6 disability rating 
under the 2010 Philippine Overseas Employment · Administration-Standard 
Employment Contract.· This monetary award shall earn six percent (6%) 
interest per annum from final ity of this Resolution until fully paid. 

SO ORDERED." 

By authority of the Court: 

INOTUAZON 
erk of Court/8 f/2'. 
2 2 SEP 2022 

53 See Julleza v. Orient Line, G.R. No. 225190, July 29, 20 19. 
54 See Palada v. Crossworld, G.R. No. 247778, February 17, 202 1; see a lso Phi lippine Overseas 

Employment Administration Memorandum Circular No . IO dated October 26, 20 I 0. 
'

5 See Nacar v. Ga//e1y Frames, 716 Phi l. 267,283(20 13) as cited in C.F. Sharp Crew Management, Inc. 
v. Santos, 838 Phil. 82, IO I (20 ! 8); See a lso Afagsaysay Maritime, et al. v. Buico, December 5, 2019. 
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REYES REYES AND RIVERA-LUMIBAO 
LAW OFFICES (reg) 
Counsel for Respondents 
1103 East Tower, Philippine Stock Exchange Centre 
Exchange Rd., Ortigas Center, Pasig City 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION (reg) 
PPSTA Building, Banawe Street cor. Quezon Avenue 
1 1 00 Quezon City 
(NLRC NCR OFW [M] 06-09661-18; 
NLRC LAC No. OFW [M] 03-000169-19) 

JUDGMENT DJVISJON (x) 
Supreme Court, Manila 

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE (x) 
LIBRARY SERVICES (x) 
[For uploading pursuant to A.M. No. 12-7-SC] 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ATTORNEY (x) 
PHlLIPPINE JUDICIAL ACADEMY (x) 
Supreme Comt, Manila 

COURT OF APPEALS (x) 
Ma. Orosa Street 
Ermita, I 000 Manila 
CA-G.R.SPNo. 162941 

Please notify the Court of any change in your address. 
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